
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 04 
Date: 19th Sep 2018 
Attendees: Yuqi, Chaw, Clement, Vanessa 
Absent: Jasmine (MC), Charmian (Class) 
 
Agenda: 

● Update sponsors on progress (functionality-wise) 
● Explain about the user-guide  
● Conduct UAT2 
● Discussion on server deployment and functionalities  

 
Conduct UAT2 

● Duration - from 4:30 to 5:30 
● Participants - 3 (2 as admins, 1 as employee) 
● UAT 2 observations - features modification and tests failed 

❖ Test-case for email - optional - need to check whether it is a valid email (Admin View) 
❖ Put newest event on the top ( newest post time) (Admin View) 
❖ Sponsors ask whether the team can implement a search function for admin control, 

because after the admin add in new user, it is very complicate to go to the next page and 
check if the new user is added, so need a search function to search the user’s name 
(Admin View) 

❖ No sorting button to check employee’s onboarding evaluations (Admin View)  
❖ The file upload successful message should change to “The file you've uploaded is in the 

list of documents" (Admin View) 
❖ Documents order need to set manually, sponsor ask whether can be automated (Admin 

View) 
❖ UI modification - Timestamps is not in SGT time (Admin View) 
❖ UI modification - Date format for announcement not in GMT+8  (Admin View) 
❖ After adding in attachment for a interest group event, the attachment is not show in the 

event details (Admin View) 
❖ There is no edit button for the uploaded attachment (edit or delete) (Admin View) 
❖ For evaluation form, mandatory fields need to be highlighted. (Employee View) 
❖ Onboarding documents, print, download button bar to keep on displaying (Employee 

View) 
❖ When employee clicks registered event without registration for any event, HTTP Status 

500- Internal Server come out (Employee View) 
❖ UI modification - the error message or success message should be more obvious 

(Employee View) 
● UAT 2 observations - Database Changes  

❖ contact number to useraccount 
❖ filepath for photos uploaded in event 

 
 
  



Discussion on server deployment and functionalities  
1. Which server CPAS is hosting their cpas.org.sg website? 

❖ Current - GoDaddy - $200 per year, do not have space left for internal portal 
❖ CPAS has their own  window-based internal server 

 
2. Can CPAS help us send/forward email to their employees to do UT which the team need 26 of 

them by Sat. 
❖ Earliest can be done by 28 Sep if the team send the UT test instructions latest by 21 Sep 

 
3. Do CPAS have any updated list of employees since the last time the list was sent to the team. 

Sponsors to send us a copy in .csv file format. 
❖ CPAS have the updated list of employee and will email. Team to remind CPAS on 21 Sep 

 
4. Team discussion with sponsors on live deployment. If the team is able to hit the x-factor target by 

midterm. 
❖ 15 Oct earliest that the team and CPAS’s  IT personnel can manage to deploy the portal 

on CPAS’s internal server - more research needed as the team is not familiar with 
deploying the application on window-based server. CPAS currently do not have any 
application running in their internal windows based server  

❖ Nosql database, no tomcat, and the team need to figure out how to deploy the application 
on the CPAS internal server 

 
5. Discussion about Work Chat Module & Notifications. The team might not be able to fulfil that 

requirement(?) 
❖ CPAS allow the team to make judgement on the priority level of Chat Module & 

Notifications 
❖ Work Chat & Notifications - sponsors are informed and team to update the priority list 
❖ When employee open their own laptop, first thing they see is portal home page - team to 

get back to CPAS 
 

6. Regarding all the changes request by CPAS previously, the team is working on it. However, due 
to time constraint, the team inform the sponsors that a list of features to work on will be 
prioritised and the team will also update sponsors. 
 

7. Remote testing - the team to inform sponsors on few days ahead, one week ahead to plan for 
the concurrent user testing in UT3 remotely 
 

  

http://cpas.org.sg/
http://cpas.org.sg/


General Notes:  
❖ Sponsors are satisfied with vulgar words filter in TOL 
❖ For the email - include instructions for creating email for email module  
❖ Sponsors agree on getting 26 current employee to use the portal. 
❖ Sponsors request on getting CPAS internal portal page to be the first thing the CPAS employee 

see when they open their work desktop or laptop. Specific configuration that is out of project 
scope might be needed and the team to make the decision on it.  

 

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

1 Send Sponsors email with detailed instructions for 26 employee 
to either test or use the portal 

Charmian  21 Sep 2018 

2 Detailed instructions on how to open email-account for “Send 
welcome email” template, to be include in the previous email  

Clement 21 Sep 2018 

3 Consolidate UAT2 results  Chaw 28 Sep 2018 

4 List priority on features that are required to update according to 
UAT2 observations and sponsor’s request 

Team 23 Sep 2018 

5. CPAS to send updated employee list csv and get 26 users CPAS 21 Sep 2018 

 
Minutes taken by: Yuqi, 6:00PM, vetted and edited by Chaw 


